
participants: there is a group discussing 

the impact hammer rig; a group working

on acoustic differences of cello bridges; 

an ‘island’ research project; our planned

transformation through modal analysis;

and many more.

In the evening we start to assess formally

our factory fiddle’s playing qualities – or

lack thereof. Expert violinist Nori Tagawa

plays it for us, but even after we make some

considerable improvements by adjusting

the soundpost, the violin still sounds very

shallow and boring. We then make our first

modal analysis of the front, and the results

confirm that it’s a dreadful instrument. 

Tuesday 1 July

George Stoppani starts the day with 

a stimulating talk in which he shows

animations of several Stradivaris through

all the frequency bands. The great thing

about this is that you don’t need to 

understand how modal analysis works:

anybody can understand the moving

images. Seeing, for instance, how an 

f-hole wing moves will make you pay 

more attention to its design.

In the early afternoon we have a

demonstration of several innovative

violins. I’m particularly intrigued by

Douglas Martin’s balsa violins. He works

with unconventional designs and the 

extra-light but stiff wood enables him to

make powerful-sounding instruments.

After several years of work, he’s managed

to make them sound very close in tone

colour to conventional violins.

Later we continue the analysis of our

bad violin and look at some animations of

it. It really does have some serious issues 

– its modes have nodal lines going unusual

ways – and we will need to do some serious

rethicknessing. We also wonder about the

bass bar and if we will need to replace it.  

Wednesday 2 July

Joseph Regh in his presentation pinpoints

an interesting research direction by 

introducing vibrations of a particular

frequency into a bow at the frog end which

hinder the slip-stick action that is required

to get the string vibrating. Maybe the

ability to go through the whole frequency

spectrum might give us more insight into

what makes a bow work.

The session that gets everybody talking

is Terry Borman’s presentation on using

CAT (computed axial tomography) scans

to take detailed measurements of wood

density in old Cremonese and modern

instruments. He has found a smaller

density difference between late and early

growth in the Cremonese violins compared

with the modern instruments. This gets

everyone speculating about plausible

explanations and consequences.

After lunch, George, Terry and I meet

to discuss what to do with our violin. 

We decide to take the plates off to 

rethickness them, since we need to remove

more wood than we are comfortable to do

from the outside, and we also want to

compare the free plate resonances with 

the modal analysis results. We take the

violin apart in the workshop space of the

Advanced Topics violin workshop (which

runs during the same week as Acoustics),

where Christopher Reuning has brought

some nice fiddles to show. They include 

an Antonio and an Omobono Stradivari, 

a very nice Giuseppe ‘filius Andrea’

Guarneri and a Giovanni Battista Rogeri.

We grasp the opportunity and ask if we can

do modal analysis measurements on two of

the instruments. Chris agrees immediately

and we arrange to get the violins after

dinner. We’re in for a long evening.

After picking up the violins, George

and I get going. We are going to measure

one violin each, the Antonio Stradivari and

the ‘filius Andrea’. Unfortunately we both

start off with computer problems that 

cost us lots of nervous energy, and time

begins to run out. Finally both systems 

are operating and with one assistant each

we race through the measurement points. 

We finish just before midnight and can

return the instruments. I need a beer to

calm down and get rid of the adrenaline

still pumping through my veins.

Thursday 3 July

Over breakfast we find ourselves

discussing new versus old violins and their

respective merits – not an undisputed

subject. At 9am George Bissinger,

professor at East Carolina University,

delivers an attention-grabbing talk with

practical consequences. He shows how 
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We make our first modal analysis of the front,
and the results confirm that our factory 
fiddle is a dreadful instrument

Tom King demonstrates his Fuhr tube technique for analysing instrument resonances

www.thestrad.com
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